This paper considers the permissive supervisor synthesis for probabilistic systems modeled as Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Such systems are prevalent in power grids, transportation networks, communication networks, and robotics. We propose a novel supervisor synthesis framework using automata learning and compositional model checking to generate the permissive local supervisors in a distributed manner. With the recent advances in assume-guarantee reasoning verification for MDPs, constructing the composed system can be avoided to alleviate the state space explosion. Our framework learns the supervisors iteratively using counterexamples from the verification and is guaranteed to terminate in finite steps and to be correct.
I. INTRODUCTION
The control and planning of systems in power grids, transportation networks, communication networks, robotics, and so on that are modeled as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [1] - [5] have gained tremendous recently. Because MDP not only considers the uncertainties in the actuation and environments for each individual agent, but also the coordination among them for achieving a global specification.
This paper aims to develop a formal synthesis framework with MDPs so that a certain desired performance can be guaranteed with the designed local supervisors. Without loss of optimality in the bounded time properties that we consider [6] , the supervisors are in the form of the deterministic finite automata (DFA) [7] that regulate each agent's action selection. Unlike the optimization-based approach which searches for a single optimal control policy, we are looking for the permissive local supervisors that potentially enable multiple choices in each step. In such a way, the system is resilient against unexpected changes in the runtime or additional constraints may be imposed on the system. Similar ideas were studied for single systems in [8] , [9] where memoryless (making decision based only on the current state) permissive strategies were considered. In [8] , the memoryless permissive strategies were generated incrementally using mixed integer linear programming for a single agent, where the agent and its environment were modeled as turn-based stochastic two-player games. In [9] , the strategy synthesis problem for a single system was encoded into Satisfiability Modulo Theory and solved. In contrast, our approach considers cooperative systems, where the strategies with memory are synthesized in a decremental fashion by iteratively eliminating counterexample strategies found in the model checking and refining the local supervisors with L* learning [10] . Supervisor synthesis of multiple agents is not straightforward for systems modeled as MDPs. The first challenge is verification. Unlike the centralized probabilistic model checking approach which may introduce high computation complexity, we propose to apply the existing assume-guarantee reasoning (AGR) framework for the probabilistic systems [11] , [12] to alleviate the computation burden. While our framework does not require a particular AGR approach, we can choose any sound and complete ones and potentially benefit from the state space reduction during the model checking process. The second challenge is to process the counterexamples. To this end, we propose to label the actions such that we can identify which individual agent actively causes the specification violation. L* learning is adopted to each single agent. Then based on the counterexample it receives, the corresponding local supervisor is found iteratively.
Over the past decade, the counterexample guided approaches have been extensively studied in the aspect of abstraction refinement [11] , [13] and synthesis [14] - [16] . In this paper, we mainly focus on the latter. The main purpose of the counterexample guided synthesis is to iteratively learn a correct supervisor under whose regulation the system is guaranteed to satisfy a given specification. In each iteration, a conjectured supervisor is automatically generated, whose correctness will be verified and refined using counterexamples. Such verificationrefinement loop terminates when no counterexample exists and the supervisor is verified to be correct.
The contribution of our paper is three-fold. First, we consider the supervisor synthesis with memory in MDP and build up the counterexample guided learning framework. Second, we use L* learning as the learning template and propose the teachers for the membership query and conjecture. Third, for multiple MDPs case, we propose to synthesize local supervisors in a distributed way. We use AGR and well-communicated system for model checking and counterexample selection, such that the composed system is never built. The termination and correctness of our proposed method are proved.
Preliminary results appeared in [17] and [18] . While the same L* learning algorithm [10] was considered in the synthesis process, we changed the form of the supervisor so that the results are less conservative. We also developed the supervisor synthesis software in C++ using counterexample generation tool COMICS [19] and L* learning library libalf [20] . This paper is divided into five parts. We give the necessary preliminaries in Section II followed by problem formulation in Section III. We describe our proposed supervisor synthesis framework in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section introduces the required background knowledge about MDP, model checking [21] , and the L* algorithm. 
A. Markov Decision Process
Definition 1: An MDP [22] is a tuple M = (S,ŝ, A, T, L), where S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . .} is a finite set of states,ŝ ∈ S is the initial state, A is a finite set of actions, T (s i , a, s j ) := P (s j |s i , a), ∀i, j ≥ 0 which denotes the probability of transiting from s i to s j when the action a ∈ A is executed, and L : S → 2 A P is the labeling function that maps each s ∈ S to one or several elements of a set of atomic propositions.
For each state s ∈ S, we denote A(s) as the set of available actions. The Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) is a special case of MDP with |A(s)| = 1 for all s ∈ S, where |A(s)| is the cardinality of the set A(s).
A path ω of an MDP is a nonempty sequence of the form ω = s 0
where each transition is enabled by an action a i such that T (s i , a i , s i + 1 ) > 0. We denote Path k s and Path s as the collection of finite (with length k) and infinite length paths that start from a state s. We also denote ω a as the action path that is embed-
We denoteω as the set of all prefixes of ω. The nondeterminism in the action selection of an MDP is resolved by a scheduler.
Definition 2: A scheduler σ (also known as adversary or policy) of an MDP M is a function mapping every finite path ω fin onto an action a ∈ A(last(ω fin )) where last(ω fin ) denotes the last state of ω fin .
The scheduler σ specifies the next action for each finite path. Given a scheduler σ, we can get a set of paths denoted as Path σ s which is the subset of Pathŝ . The behavior of an MDP M under a given scheduler σ is purely probabilistic and thus reduces to a DTMC M σ . We denote Σ M as the (possibly infinite) set of all possible schedulers for M. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths of the DTMC M σ and Path σ s given a scheduler σ. Note that as stated in [23] , focusing on deterministic schedulers does not lose any optimality, since they always induce the optimized probability.
B. Probabilistic Model Checking
A specification is often given as the performance requirement to a system modeled as an MDP. In this paper, Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) with a bounded time is adopted [21] . As in some applications, due to the power, computation capability, or delay constraints, it may be more meaningful or feasible to consider time bounded formulas. Therefore, we consider the following bounded time PCTL fragment P ≤p [φ 1 U ≤k φ 2 ], where φ 1 ∈ AP and φ 2 ∈ AP with p ∈ [0, 1], U ≤k for "bounded until" with k ∈ N. The satisfaction of a PCTL formula P ≤p (ϕ) denoted as M |= P ≤p (ϕ) means that the probability of satisfying ϕ fulfills the comparison ≤ p over all possible schedulers. The purpose of the probabilistic model checking is to check the satisfaction relation. To make the problem nontrivial, we assume that the initial stateŝ does not satisfy φ 2 , otherwise the probability to satisfy the specification will always be 1.
The reason why we focus on the bounded until formula is that, for many practical systems like mobile robots, because of the power constraint and other practical limitations such as time, the system often operates for a limited time duration. For example, in robotic systems, it may not be feasible to compute a plan for infinite time as the state space may be too large, then a time bounded formula can serve as the specification similar to model predictive control to compute a bounded time plan. For example, the probability for the robot to collide in k time steps with a probability no more than p can be written as P ≤p (normal U ≤k collide).
C. L* Learning Algorithm
The supervisor that we use to control the MDP will be in the form of a DFA, whose definition are described below.
Since the supervisor (DFA) is unknown initially, we introduce the L* learning algorithm [10] to learn it iteratively. L* learning essentially learns a minimal DFA that accepts an unknown regular language L by interacting with a teacher.
Definition 4: A word s = a 1 a 2 . . . a n where a i ∈ Σ is accepted by an FA A = (Q, Σ, δ, Q 0 , F ) if it induces a run q 0 q 1 , . . . , q n on FA, where q i ∈ Q and q n ∈ F . The collection of all finite words S ∈ Σ * accepted by A is called the language accepted by A denoted as L(A).
The teacher answers two types of questions, namely the membership query and the conjecture. The membership query returns true if some words belong to the target language and false otherwise. For the conjecture, if the hypothesized DFA accepts the target language, it will return true and the learning process is finished. Otherwise, the teacher must return a counterexample to illustrate the difference between the conjectured DFA and the unknown plant.
During the learning process, the L* algorithm interacts iteratively with the teacher to update its information about the unknown target regular language. It is guaranteed to learn a minimal DFA with polynomial time with respect to m and n, where m is the length of the longest counterexample in conjectures and n is the number of states in the final DFA [10] . Due to the space limit, we will not elaborate the details here.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our target system model is a multiagent system (MAS) consists of N agents modeled as MDPs
The definition of the parallel composition || of MDPs can be found in [18] .
The probabilistic specification is given as
If not, we need to synthesize local supervisors K i , i ∈ [1, N ] that dynamically disable certain actions a i ∈ A i so that the controlled system M can satisfy the specification φ.
In particular, the supervisor K i , i ∈ [1, N ] is in the form of DFA with an alphabet set given as Σ i = S i × A i . To illustrate how such supervisor regulates M, we define another notion of parallel composition || sup .
Definition 5: Given an MDP M = (S, s 0 , A, T, L), and the DFA K = {Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , Q m }, the parallel composition between M and K is
There is a one-to-one correspondence between a path from P,
From the definition of || sup , only those transitions that are defined on both M and K are enabled, therefore the supervisor controls what actions can be allowed on each state. We assume that any a i ∈ A i , ∀i ∈ [1, N ] is controllable meaning that we can disable or enable it if we want. Note that in our previous results [17] , [18] , the local supervisor's alphabet Σ i = A i . From the definition of the parallel composition ||, it can be seen that it only keeps track of the action sequence but not the state sequence. So our previous supervisor eliminates all the paths with the same action sequence, while in this paper, the supervisor keeps track of the states as well.
Formally, our permissive supervisor synthesis problem can be formulated as follows:
Problem 1: Given an MAS consisting of N system models
IV. COUNTEREXAMPLE-GUIDED SUPERVISOR SYNTHESIS FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will introduce the proposed counterexample guided supervisor synthesis framework. But before that, we need to first introduce the counterexamples in an MDP model.
A. Counterexamples
Counterexamples are one of the most important features in model checking which illustrates how one model violates certain property. The form of counterexample varies by the checked formula and the given model. In nonprobabilistic systems, for example, safety properties like bad things should never happen can be simply refuted by a single path that leads to a bad state. However, in probabilistic models, counterexample generation is nontrivial and is an active research area. The main difficulty is that, while one single path may be valid by obeying the probability bound under given scheduler, a collection of the finite paths may violate the probabilistic specification simply because their accumulative probability exceeds the desired bound.
Since only with a given scheduler can an MDP have a probability measure, our first step is to find out the scheduler under which the specification φ is violated. In this case, the MDP will be reduced to a DTMC. Then several approaches exist to generate the counterexamples in DTMC, for example, k shortest path algorithm [24] or minimal critical subsystem generation from [25] .
B. Single Agent Case
A summary of our proposed supervisor synthesis framework is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Given an MDP model M and a probabilistic specification φ, there are three tasks to be done in each iteration where K i and M i are the resulting supervisor and the composed system, respectively, after the ith iteration.
The first task is the verification and counterexample generation as shown from line 4 to line 6 of Algorithm 1. Given M i and the probabilistic property φ = P ≤p (ϕ), where ϕ = φ 1 U ≤t φ 2 , this phase first checks whether M i |= φ. If not, it means that there exists a scheduler σ i which induces the DTMC M σ i from which a counterexample path π i will be selected. Intuitively speaking, we are eliminating the schedulers that cause the violation of the specification. We are done if no counterexample exists. This model checking process can be implemented as a dynamic program that runs for t steps, as shown in [26] .
The second step is the counterexample selection. When M i |= φ where φ = P ≤p (ϕ), as shown in line 6 of Algorithm 1, it will return the DTMC M σ i induced by the scheduler σ i on M i such that P Mσ i (ϕ) > p. Then, we would like to select a particular counterexample path π i from M to eliminate from the current supervisor. This stage is responsible for selecting such counterexample paths π i . Formally, suppose there are N ∈ N finite state action paths as the counterexamples such that in the DTMC induced by σ i , we have the following inequality holds:
Let us denote p i n = P r Mσ i {ω n ∈ Path Mσ i q 0 |ω n |= ϕ} as the probability of ω n that satisfies ϕ. Then, π i = arg max p i n ω n .
(1)
We leverage the COMICS model checker [19] to find the most probable counterexample path π i . Then, we can always map the path in M σ i back to Path σ i , the path in the MDP M under σ i and feed it to the L* learning algorithm.
The third step is the learning-based synthesis. In this stage, to be able to answer the membership query, we will view M as an FA by ignoring its probabilistic attributes and leaving only its states, transition relation, and labeling. Formally, we will reduce M = (Q, q 0 , A, Steps, L) into a labeled FA M D = (Q, A, δ, q 0 , F, L) where for all q, q ∈ Q and a ∈ A, δ(q, a) = q if and only if there is an action-distribution pair (a, μ) ∈ Steps(q) and μ(q ) > 0. The accepting states F = Q. Since we only consider a bounded time k, any path longer than k does not matter to the supervisor and we answer them with 1.
We now describe the learning process in more detail. It makes use of the L* learning as a template algorithm to learn the unknown supervisor K. The teacher to the membership query will be M D which tells if some finite path belongs to it or not. To be permissive, for i = 0, every possible path is allowed. After we feed the algorithm with the counterexample path π i and some membership queries, K i , the guess of the supervisor at the ith iteration, will be generated as in line 8 in Algorithm 1. The conjecture query is answered in the (i + 1)-th iteration as shown in line 4 to line 7 in Algorithm 1. If the probabilistic model checking returns false, which implies that the system cannot satisfy the specification with the current supervisor, it will return a DTMC M σ i as shown in line 6 and a path π i will be selected as the counterexample as in line 7. In line 8, the L* learning algorithm will update accordingly and run another round of membership query to conjecture the supervisor K i + 1 . The whole process will be continued iteratively until no counterexample is generated. Then, the supervisor is obtained by eliminating all its transitions to the nonaccepting states.
A notable difference of our modified L* learning algorithm from the traditional one is that, in our framework, the answer to the membership query might be overturned by the counterexamples returned from the conjecture, while in traditional L* learning the answer to the membership query will remain the same throughout the learning process. The reason is that in our case, as we are looking for a permissive supervisor, when some finite path ω is accepted by the M D , our membership query will return true and our supervisor will allow it to happen first. But it could be the case that ω ∈ π i from the model checking, at some iteration i later, which means that it is actually found to be a counterexample path and should be eliminated. Then, the answer to this membership query will be changed from true to false and may bring several additional rounds of membership queries.
1) Correctness and Termination:
Each iteration of synthesis flow will terminate because K is a DFA and L* learning algorithm learns a minimal DFA in a finite number of queries [10] . Theorem 1 proves that the result of supervisor synthesis is correct by design and always terminates.
Theorem 1: The synthesized supervisor K parallel composes with original MDP M satisfies the specification φ and the whole synthesis process also terminates in finite iterations.
Proof: If M |= φ, the synthesis terminates when i = 0 and the theorem trivially holds. Otherwise, for probabilistic property in the form of φ = P ≤p (ϕ) where ϕ = φ 1 U ≤t φ 2 , the number of possible schedulers is upper bounded by |SA| t . In each iteration, we eliminate a class of schedulers that shares the same decision on the counterexample path. Therefore, the number of iterations D ≤ |SA| t < ∞. That is, the synthesis terminates in a finite steps and from the termination condition, we can guarantee that M|| sup K |= φ.
2) Complexity: We define the size of an MDP M, S M as the total number of nondeterministic choices. In each iteration i, the model checking has the complexity polynomial with the size of the composed MDP M i , which scales with |SA| t since we only consider all the possible action selections in t steps. It is also linear with the length of the PCTL formula L f where L f is defined to be the number of logical and temporal operators in the formula. The counterexample selection algorithm has the complexity exponential with t. The number of iterations in the worst case is exponential with the time horizon t and |S| since there are at most |A| (t −1)|S |+ 1 possible policies for bounded time t. For L* learning, the longest counterexample is bounded by t. Therefore, in the worst case, our algorithm has a complexity linear with L f , polynomial with |A|, exponential with |S| and t.
Note that this complexity analysis is rather conservative. Indeed, there are at most |A| (t −1)|S |+ 1 possible policies for M in total, but in each iteration while we eliminate one counterexample path with length l ≤ t that violates the specification, we are effectively eliminating all the policies that share the same decision that induces this path.
3) Illustrative Example: We give an illustrative example to show our learning-based permissive supervisor synthesis framework. The system is as shown in Fig. 1 and we ignore the labeling for simplicity. It is essentially a robot with initial position at q 0 moving in a grid space. The action set is {U, D, L, R} representing moving up, down, left, and right. The number after the colon is the transition probability. For each states, we did not label its self-loop probabilities (including q 4 ), which can be easily inferred. The probabilistic specification is φ = P ≤0 . 6 (ϕ), where ϕ = trueU ≤5 q 5 . To find the supervisor, we developed our own software toolkit which first does the model checking and gets the induced DTMC based on counterexample strategy. Then, both DTMC and the specification (on this DTMC) is sent to COMICS to find the counterexample path which is then fed into L* learning using libalf. Once the conjectured supervisor is found, we parallel it with the original plant to see if the specification is satisfied. As in Algorithm 1, it runs iteratively until no counterexample is found.
For this particular example, the synthesis process runs for four iterations and the maximum probability to satisfy ϕ at the termination is 0.573053. The resulting supervisor has five states, as shown in Fig. 1 
We also tested another case setting the probability threshold to 0.5 in the specification, this time the synthesis process run for 14 iterations, the maximum probability at the termination is 0.498412 and the resulting supervisor has 18 states. It is to be expected since the lower probability threshold can result in more counterexample strategies and thus more iterations are needed to eliminate them. Furthermore, we applied our software to a much larger case study 1 from [27] , where an MDP is used to model the task scheduling in human-automation interaction, as in [3] as well. Each state in this MDP represents the fatigue level of the human operator, the current UAV status, the quality of the image captured by the UAV, the task completion status, etc. The actions include the UAV taking an image, sending an image, waiting at the waypoint, flying to the point of interest, etc. We slightly modified the model to have six fatigue levels, five angle points and two different fly actions. The rest of the parameters are identical with [27] . In this case, we get an MDP model with 6784 states and 23 652 transitions. Our specification is φ = P ≤0 . 85 (ϕ), where ϕ = trueU ≤8 (f ≥ 2), where f stands for the fatigue level. That is, with a probability no larger than 0.85, the operator's fatigue level is more than 2 in eight steps. Our synthesis software took five iterations to find the supervisor with six states.
C. Multiagent Case
1) Learning-Based Supervisor Synthesis: Algorithm 2 describes the flow of our framework which is similar to the single agent case, where each time we update the supervisors by counterexamples, but with several key differences.
The first difference is the model checking. Given an MAS consisting of N system models M i = (S i , s i 0 , A i , T i , L i ), i = 1, . . . , N , the initial local supervisors K i are trivial ones which allow every action. In this paper, to avoid the state space explosion, we apply the compositional model checking techniques to check if the given specification φ can be satisfied by the uncontrolled system.
The second difference is the subsystem selection. After getting the returned counterexamples, it is the time to determine which subsystem is at fault to such violation. The details will be discussed with the notion of well-communicated systems. After identifying which subsystem M k actively causes the violation of the specification, its local supervisor will be refined. The refining process is based on L* learning algorithm with the returned counterexamples.
2) Compositional Model Checking: With multiple agents in the system, the total state space grows exponentially with N which makes the model checking computation prohibitively expensive. Therefore, the conventional model checking methods will simply fail due to the high computation complexity. To reduce the complexity, we propose to refer to compositional verification of the probabilistic systems in which the composed system is never built. The most well known such approach is AGR. It has already been successfully applied to nonprobabilistic model checking [28] and recently has been extended to probabilistic systems [11] , [12] , [29] . Here, we use the asymmetric rules (ASYM) as follows:
where A b is called the assumption for M 2 . Intuitively, if 1 and 2 are satisfied in (2), where defines a certain simulation relation that preserves the specification satisfaction relation, we could prove that M 1 ||M 2 |= φ. Often the assumption is much smaller than the original system and the composition of M 1 and A b could be much smaller to alleviate the computation burden. The key problem for ASYM is to find a proper assumption and the main idea is to use counterexamples to refine the assumptions until the ASYM can answer the model checking problem.
While our framework has the flexibility in choosing different ASYM algorithms, we require the ASYM to be sound and complete. It means 1 http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/casestudies/human-uav.php that a proper assumption can always be found by showing the satisfaction of given specification or returning real counterexamples that witness the violation for the original system. For example, in [11] , a probabilistic automaton is used as the assumption form; with interpolation [30] -based refinement algorithm, a sound and complete counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) framework is constructed with counterexample in the form of state action paths. With the real counterexamples returned from the ASYM, the distributed supervisor can be revised accordingly.
3) Counterexample and Subsystem Selection:
For probabilistic model checking of multiple plants, when the specification is not satisfied, the returned counterexamples belong to the composed system. After getting the counterexample paths, what is different from dealing with the single plant is that it is important to find out which subsystem actively performs the last action of each paths and causes the specification violation.
To do this, inspired by [14] , we propose to partition the action set into active, passive, and normal actions. Formally, for each subsystem i, we categorize the action set A i into three disjoint sets A i,a , A i,p , and A i,n , namely active, passive, and normal actions, and we only consider the well-communicated systems [14] as defined below.
Definition 6: Given an MAS M consisting of N system models M i = (S i , s i 0 , A i , T i , L i ), i = 1, . . . , N , we say M is well communicated if the following hold: 1) ∀i ∈ [1, N ] , for each active action a ∈ A i,a , there exists j = i, such that at least one corresponding passive action a ∈ A j,p . 2) ∀i ∈ [1, N ] , for each passive action a ∈ A i,p , there exists one and only one corresponding active action a ∈ A j,a , j = i. It is worth noting that such labeling only helps us to identify which subsystem is the cause of the violation. It is completely ignored in the model checking and supervisor synthesis stage. We adopt the SELECT algorithm (Algorithm 4) in [14] . Intuitively, we start from the end of the action sequence and find the subsystem that actively causes the last action to be performed. In this case, we can just focus on which subsystem M j performs the last active action of counterexample path ω. Once we find the subsystem M j , by projecting ω to the local action set of M j , we get a local counterexample path ω M j . Then, it can be seen that the problem is to update the local supervisor K j . For other subsystems that are not selected, their supervisors remains the same. After that, we perform another round of model checking and refinement until no counterexample is generated. After that, we perform another round of model checking and refinement until no counterexample is generated and we are done.
4) Computation Complexity, Correctness and Termination:
In each iteration, for the framework we use, the model checking has the complexity upper bounded by N i = 1 |S i A i | t . It is also linear with the length of the PCTL formula L f . The number of iterations is finite and in the worst case is exponential with the time horizon t and N since there are at most N i = 1 |A i | (t −1)|S i |+ 1 number of possible policies. For L* learning, the longest counterexample is bounded by t. Therefore, in the worst case, our algorithm has a complexity exponential with t, N, |S i |, polynomial with |A i | and linear with L f . However, it is seen that in practice, the compositional model checking rarely assume huge computation [12] . Furthermore, similar with the single agent case, each elimination of a counterexample path with length l in one subsystem j effectively eliminates all the policies that induce the same counterexample path. So this complexity analysis is rather conservative.
We then prove that the result of supervisor synthesis is correct by design and our framework always terminates.
Theorem 2: The synthesized supervisors K i parallel composes with original MDP M i , and the composed controlled system satisfies the specification φ. The whole synthesis process also terminates in finite iterations.
Proof: From the soundness and completeness of ASYM rule with CEGAR, we know that our compositional model checking will always terminate and produce the correct answer. If M |= φ, the synthesis terminates when i = 0 and our theorem trivially holds. Otherwise in each iteration, counterexample selection algorithm will always terminate since we have only a finite number of agents. In the local supervisor synthesis, our modified L* learning algorithm will always terminate in a finite number of quires [10] . So each iteration will terminate in finite time. Furthermore, the number of iterations is also finite since we are dealing with time bounded time properties. To sum up, the synthesis terminates in finite steps and from the termination condition and the soundness of ASYM rule with CEGAR, we can guarantee that M |= φ.
5) An Illustrative Example:
Here, we give an example to show the integration of our framework with the AGR for MDPs. For simplicity, we assume that N = 2 in this demonstration. The CGAR method developed in [11] is used to generate the assumption A b in (2) in this example.
The system consists of two MDP models. M 1 is as shown in Fig. 2 . The system model M 2 is extended from the example discussed in [11] . For M 2 , the state set is S 2 = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} × {bad, !bad}, N > 2 with the initial state 0, !bad , so there are 2N states in total, where Given the specification, our initial supervisors for both M 1 and M 2 enable all actions for any states. Then, we have the initial abstract quotient automaton for M 2 shown in Fig. 3 . The abstract states
This quotient automaton is a probabilistic automaton [23] and can be seen as a special type of MDP where there may be many probability distributions defined for one action on a state. The quotient automaton simulates the original system [11] and thus we could apply the ASYM rule in (2) . But the model checking problem on this quotient automaton is equivalent to the MDP model checking [11] . Note that M 2 could have arbitrarily large number of states, but our first abstraction only has three states, which substantially reduce the model checking cost.
In the first iteration, the model checking returns the counterexample path (s 0 , s # 0 ) c − → (s 2 , s # 2 ). Since c is an active action in M 1 , we select the first system to eliminate the projected path s 0 c − → s 2 , then we get the conjectured supervisor as shown in Fig. 5(a) . In the second iteration, the model checking on the abstract system first returns true, but we find a counterexample s 0 as 1 a for K 1 . After this iteration, we get the supervisor K 1 as shown in Fig. 5(c) . In the third iteration, from the model checking, the counterexample path is s # 0 a − → s # 1 a − → s # 2 with probability 0.81. Following the algorithm presented in [11] , we know this counterexample is introduced by the coarse abstraction and the refinement algorithm delivers a new abstract system shown in Fig. 4 M 2 since b is its active action. After this iteration, the supervisor for M 2 is shown in Fig. 5(b) . In the fourth iteration, for M 2 , we find the counterexample s 0 as 1 a and the supervisor is refined to Fig. 5(d) .
After this iteration, no more counterexample is generated. Since this assume-guarantee framework is correct and complete, we know that the overall system can satisfy the specification with the synthesized supervisors K 1 and K 2 as shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), where s * and s # * represents any s and s # . Over the supervisor synthesis process, even if M 2 could have arbitrarily large number of states, using AGR, we were able to synthesize the supervisors based on its abstraction, which merely has four states upon termination.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an automated framework of learningbased permissive supervisor synthesis for both single and MAS. Compositional model checking technique was applied to avoid the state space explosion problem. It is guaranteed that we can get the correct supervisors in finite steps. One of the conservativeness of the proposed method is that we could not guarantee that the supervisors we get are nonblocking, i.e., it could be the case that no action is specified at certain point. For future research, we are interested in synthesizing nonblocking supervisors, applying our framework in partially known MDP models and more general class of specifications.
